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and Kobe University, Japan 
Communicated by P. R. Kvishnaiah 
Asymptotic expansions are given for the density function of the normalized 
latent roots of S,S;’ for large n under the assumption of Q = O(n), where St 
and Ss are independent noncentral and central Wishart matrices having the 
W,(b, Z; Q) and WD(n, 2) distributions, respectively. The expansions are 
obtained by using a perturbation method. Asymptotic expansions are also 
obtained for the density function of the normalized canonical correlations when 
some of the population canonical correlations are zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, and S, be independently distributed as a noncentral Wishart distribu- 
tion W,(b, z Q) and a central Wishart distribution JVJn, Z), respectively. 
The exact density of the latent roots of S,(S, + S&l was obtained by 
Constantine [33 in terms of zonal polynomial series. Krishnaiah and 
Chattopadhyay [lo] obtained exact densities of any few consecutive roots of 
F = S,S;‘. Chattopadhyay and Pillai [2] gave an asymptotic expansion of the 
density function of the latent roots of S,(S, + S&l for large n. However, 
their expression involves the terms of zonal polynomial series. Recently 
Constantine and Muirhead 143 gave asymptotic expansions of the density 
function for large N in terms of elementary functions when $2 = O(N), where N 
does not depend on n, based on a partial differential equation method. 
In this paper we study the asymptotic expansion of the density function of 
the latent roots of F in a realistic situation when D = O(n) and n is large. We 
derive an asymptotic (n--f CO) expansion for the density function of the 
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normalized latent roots of F, based on the perturbation method [7] used for 
the latent roots of a Wishart matrix with multiple population roots. Our result 
includes the limiting distribution obtained by Hsu [8] as the first term and is 
expressed in terms of elementary functions. The perturbation method is also 
useful in canonical correlation analysis. Sugiura [12] has given an asymptotic 
expansion of the density function of the normalized canonical correlations 
when the population canonical correlations have an arbitrary multiplicity, but 
are not zero. We derive an asymptotic expansion of the density function of the 
normalized canonical correlations in a situation when some of the population 
canonical correlations are zero. 
2. EXPANSIONS FOR LATENT ROOTS IN MANOVA 
Since we treat the distribution of the latent roots of SrS,‘, we may assume 
that 2 == I,, Sz = diag(w, ,..., w,) and wr 2 ... > wp > 0. Suppose that Sz 
has the following structure as in [I, 81: 
Al. rank(~)=k,namely,w,3...~w,>wk+l=...=w,=0, 
A2. Qr = diag(w, ,..., tit) = O(n) = nd, = n diag(6, ,..., I?,), 
-43.. distinct roots of d, are h, ,..., &-r (h, > ... > Ah-r) and their multi- 
plicities are pr ,..., ghPI . 
The multiplicities qr ,..., qh-r satisfy q1 + ..* + qhel = Iz, and put qh = p - k, 
q,,=O, hh=O and m=Min(p-r%,b-k). Let d,2...>dd,+, be the 
possible nonzero roots of S,S;r. Our aim is to derive asymptotic expansions 
for the density function of the normalized latent roots 
4 = W2/%>[dj - &I, j E Jol , a = l,..., h - 1, 
lj = ndi , j = k + l,..., k + m, 
(2.1) 
as in [S], for large n under assumptions Al N A3, where (TV = (4& + 2Aa2)112 
and /, is the set of integers q1 + **. + qaFl + l,..., ql + ... + qa. 
To derive perturbation expansions for dl ,..., dkfm , we use the following 
expressions for S, and S, : 
(I/n) S, = A + (l/fP) U + (l/n) Xx’, 
(l/n) S, = I, + (l/n”“) I/‘, 
where A = diag(S, , . . . . 6, , 0 ,..., 0), U = [XlA1’2, 0] + [XlA’i2, 0]‘, 
k b-k k b-k 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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and the elements of X are independent standard normal variates. The order in 
probability of V is I, namely, V = O,(l). When sj’s have multiplicities as 
in A3, perturbation expansions for each dj are not available. However, it is 
possible to derive a symmetric matrix Y, of order qol in an expanded form such 
that the latent roots of Y, are equal to the set (dj ;j E JU}. Such matrices Y, 




’ . . . (2.4) 
0 Yh 
By using (2.2) and (2.3) and putting H = I, + ~z-~/~H’~) + r1Hf2) + ... 
and Y, = A&,, + TZ-~/~Y~~’ + +Yi” + ... , we can determine each H(j) 
and YJj) successively. After some calculations, it can be shown that 
La = diag(41+...,g~~l+l 7-j 4,+.+,, ) may be expressed in terms of the latent 
roots of 
w, = (fP/u,)[Y, - &Jo,1 
= (1 /u,)[ wp + (1 jn”“) Wf’l + O&-l) (2.5) 
for 01 = l,..., h - 1, where 
h-l 
w? = (X'X),, + c bj( u,j - W,)( uj, - &Vj,) 
j#a 
lJJV,j , [XX’Xj) stand for qa X qj submatrices of U(V, XX’) corresponding to 
the multiplicity of h, and &, and Aaj = (hn - &)-I. Further,& = diag(Zk+I,..., &+,,J 
is expressed in terms of the latent roots of 
W, = nYh 
= wp+-&wp+;wp+ & Wf’ + 0,W2) (2.7) 
where 
w(1) = x h x 22 22 9 
Wf’ = -X2,X;, A;1’2X;, - X2, A;1’2X,2X;2 - 4 Wh(l’Vhh - 4 VhhWh(l), 
(2.8) 
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Wt’ = X,,X;, A;lX;, A;“‘X;, + X,, A;1’2X,, A;‘Xl,X;, 
$- X2, A;1’2X,2X;2 A;l”X;, - X2,X;, A;1Xl,X;2 
-t- B (Gx22~;2 - 2~h,X22-G,~hh + X22-%2GJ 
+ & (V,. A;*‘2X;, + X2, A;1’2v., - X2, A;lX;,) W;’ 
+ 4 W$)(&. A;1’2X;, + X2, A;1’2v., - X2, A;lX;,) 
and the elements of, Wi4’ are homogeneous polynomials’ of degree 5 in the 
elements of V and X, where V.h = VA. = [Vlh ,..., V,-,,I. We can express -- 
the W,, in (2.7) in the form of GG’, where G is a p - k x b - k matrix. How- 
ever, when b <p, W, is singular. To avoid the singularity, we define W, in 
the case of b < p by G’G. This determines Wf’ as follows: 
w$x’x 22 22 * 
Wf’ = - X;,X,, A;1’2X12 - X;, A;“2X;lX22 - x;,vh,x2, , 
WF’ = X;,X,, A;l”X,, A;l”X,, + X;, A;“‘X;, A;1’2X;lX22 
+ X;, A;1’2X;lX21 A,1’2X12 - ij X;,X,,X;, A;‘X,, 
(2.9) 
- B Xi, A?;y,,X;;,X,, + X;,Vh&e + X;J,,X,, A;1'2X12 
+ X;, A;1’2X;lVh,X22 - X;:,X,, A;lX;,X,, + X;,V,. A;“2X;,X22 
+ X;,X,, A;l”V., X2, . 
First we consider the joint density function of {W, ,..., W,). Using (2.5) 
and (2.7), the characteristic function of (W, ,..., W,} is expressed as 
[ ( 
h-l 
E exp i c 0;’ tr T,Wf’ + i tr T,Wt’ 
a=1 
(2.10) 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the distributions of V and X, 
T, is a symmetric matrix of order qa for (Y = I,..., h - 1 and m for 01 = h 
having $(l + 8,) tjy’ as its (i,j)th element with aii = 0 (i # j) and a,, = 1. 
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After some calculations as in [6, 111, etc., it follows that the characteristic 
function can be written as 
exp i_ $‘ztr T%ai. 11 
h-l 
+ (I /d/Z) C (iq, tr T, + isa,, tr TN3) 
a-1 a-1 
I 
. 1 I, - 2iT, j-@, (2.11) 
where s = Max@ - K, 6 - K), 
h-l 
a 5% = (l/%> [ p+b-'+(p+l))r,+C~,j(h,+~j+X,~j)qj 9 
jzn I 
c&3,, = 4( l/c43 A,( 1 + 2h, 3 f  X,2). 
(2.12) 
The inverse Fourier transform of the first factor in (2.11) has been given in [7]. 
Let 
U(Th) = (2tr)- “l(“‘tl)P exp(-i tr W,T,j . 1 I,n - 2iT, /--S!2. 
Then, it is well known that 




Therefore, we can write the joint density function of ( W, ,..., W,} as 
h-l 
F2 
g~‘2~“~‘aa+1”4)-1exp(- 4 tr W:)][l + (l/f.N2) z ((a,, 
1 
(2.14) 
- &la + 1) a3J tr W, + a3a tr KY + W-l> $(WJ. 
Making the transformations W, = H,L,H,’ with orthogonal matrices H, and 
noting that expression (2.14) does not depend on H, , we obtain an asymptotic 
expansion for the joint density functionf(L, ,..., Lh) ofL, ,..., L, given by 
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where 





fO(Lh ; m, s) = {2ms’2 F&/2) r,(m/2)}-1 7#‘2 exP(- $2 &+J 
’ fi Z~Ym-l)‘z fi (St,+, - E,+j). 
i=l 
The first term of (2.15), namely, the limiting distributions, was obtained by 
Hsu [8]. We note that L,‘s are independent in the following asymptotic sense: 
namely, it follows that with an error of order n-1 f(L, ,.,., Lh) = jJ~=Ja(La), 
wheref,(L,) stands for the density function of L, . However, it seems that the 
property does not hold true for the next term of order n l, which is not given. 
When S, is simple, from (2.15) we have 
P(n”“(d, - S,)/ua < Lx) = Q(x) - (l/?z”‘){( p + b - K + ( p + 1) S, 
+ i (l/Cse - sj>)(sm + sj + sa sj>) 
j+a (2.17) 
. @‘(x)/u, + 4 S,(l + 2 6, + $j S,z) @‘“‘(+7,“} 
+ O(n-l), 
where 0, = (4S, + 2S,2)1/2 and @(j)(x) d enotes the jth derivative of the standard 
normal distribution function a(x). 
Next we will give the term of order n l in the expansion of the density function 
of Lh == diag(&+, ,..., &+J. Using (2.7), we can express the characteristic 
function of W, as 
< [exp{i tr ThWf)) * 11 + -$ tr T&W?) 
+ i tr ThWf’ + 2 (tr ThWf’)2 + & (the term of degree 5 
(2.18) 
in the elements of X and V)/] + O(C~). 
The expectations are computed in a straightforward manner and consequently 
we have the following expression for (2.18): 
1 I, - 2iT, j-s’2[1 + (s/b){m(b - p - 1 + 2 tr A;‘) 
- 2(b - k + tr A;‘) tr(I,, - 2iTh)-l + (tr(Im - 2iTh)-1)2 (2.19) 
+ (s + 1) tr(In - 2iT,)-2} + O(n+)]. 
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For the inversion of (2.19), we use (2.13) and the following results (cf. [5, p. 841): 
= !j tr W&( Wd, 
= (s - l)ls(s + 2) 
(2.20) 
{(s + l&r Wdz - 2 tr Wh2) 9(Wh), 
s u(Th) tr(Im - 2iTJ2 fi d# kg‘ 
= (s - l)ls(s + 2) {-(tr Wh)2 + s tr Wh2> (cI(Wd. 
After inversion of (2.19), it is seen that the density function of W, can be 
expanded as 
C(W,)[l + (1/4n)+(b - P - 1 + 2 tr A;‘) 
(2.21) 
- 2(b - k + tr A;l) tr W, + tr W,“}] + O(n-“). 
Therefore, the density function of L, can be expanded for large n as 
fO(Lh;m,s) 1 +(1/4 ) m(b-p- 1 +2trd;‘) 
[ n! (2.22) 
- 2(b - k + tr d;l) f Zk+j + 5 li+j + O(?Z-“) . 
j=l i-l 1 1 
The above expression (2.21) or (2.22) is useful in deriving an asymptotic 
expansion of the null distribution of T,,2 = tl Cyzl dk+j = Cyzl lk+j , which 
is a statistic for testing the hypothesis of rank(Q) = K. The expansion can be 
obtained by inverting the characteristic expansion of T,,2 obtained from (2.21) 
or (2.22), or from (2.19) by putting Th = t1, . The result is given by 
P n f dk+j < x 
j=l 
= P(x.F < x> + (f/4n){(b - p - 1 + 2 tr d;l) P(xf2 < x) 
- 2(6 - k + tr A;‘) 
* P(x;+z < 4 i ( P + b - 2k + 1) P(x;+‘, < x)> + O(np2). 
(2.23) 
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where f =: (p - K)(b - k) and xr2 denotes a chi-square variate with f degrees 
of freedom. 
3. EXPANSIONS FOR CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
Let Yl > ... > yp be the sample canonical correlations between p-variates 
and b-variates (p < 6) calculated from a sample of size n + 1 observations 
from a (p + b)-variate normal distribution. Suppose that 1 > p1 > ... > ph > 0 
are distinct population canonical correlations and their multiplicities are 
41 Y***, qh * The exact density function of Tag,..., yp2 was obtained by Constantine 
[3] in terms of zonal polynomial series. Chattopadhyay and Pillai [2] gave an 
asymptotic expansion for the density function in terms of zonal polynomial 
series. Recently Sugiura [12] obtained an asymptotic expansion for the density 
function of the normalized canonical correlations in terms of elementary func- 
tions when 1 > pr > ... > ph > 0, based on a perturbation method. In this 
section we will give asymptotic expansions of the density function of the 
normalized canonical correlations when some of the population canonical 
correlations are zero, namely, 
Pl > “. > p&l > ,+, = 0. (3.1) 
Let A, = pa2(1 - po2)-r and 
A = diag(h, ,..., A, ,..., A, ,..., Ah). 
vvu 
91 % 
Here, from (3.1) A, = 0. It is known [3] that r12(1 - r12)-l,..., rs2(1 - rD2)-l 
can be expressed as the latent roots of S&‘, where S, has a noncentral Wishart 
distribution l+‘Jb, I, ; Ar/2Ss&/2) and S, has a central Wishart distribution 
W,(n -- b, I,). For given S, , S, and S, are stochastically independent and S’s 
has a Wishart distribution WJn, I,). By putting n-?S’, = I, + n-1/2& we can 
express S, as 
$ s, = d + -& (U + 41’22 41’2) + ; (XX + ; 32 41’2 + ; 41/2ZJ7) 
- & (XZ2 41’2 + PZ2R’) + a*- 
(3.2) 
with the same notation as in (2.2), where 2: p x p is a submatrix of X and 
consists of the first p columns. Let I1 ,..., I, be the normalized transformed 
canonical correlations defined by 
Z, = (n1’2/T,)[rj2(l - yi2)-l - A,], j E Ja ) a = l,...) h - 1, 
Z, = nrj2(1 - rf)-l, jEJh, namely, j = k + l,..., p 
(3.3) 
6831713-3 
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where 7. = 2(h,(l + A,))‘:‘. By considering Eq. (2.4) with expressions (2.3) 
and (3.2), it can be shown that L, = diag(l,l+...+,~-I,l ,..., Z,,+...+,,) is expressed 
as the latent roots of 
for OL = l,..., h - 1 and 
Wh = WF’ + (l/nl”){WP - 3 Xs2Zh.X& - $ Xs,Z.,X~,} + 0,(72-l), (3.5) 
where Wz’ are as in (2.6) and (2.8), and 2,s consists of the first p - k columns 
of x,, . By using arguments similar to those used in Section 2, it follows that 
the joint density functions of {W, ,..., W,} and {II ,..., I,} can be expressed as 
(2.14) and (2.5), respectively, with the following substitutions: 
m-tp-k,s-+b-k, 
a,, 3 Lila = (li~,)[~+b--++(p+b+l)h, 
a,, -+ I& = 4(1/7J3 AAl + A&l + 2k). 
Hsu [9] obtained the limiting distribution of the normalized canonical correla- 
tions defined by 
Yj = (W&4 - P,“)>>[ri’ - Pm219 jE]=, a = l,..., h - 1, 
(3.6) 
yj = ny.” 3 1 jElh= 
Based on the relations 
Zj = yj( 1 - (2/+“) pm y.j)-‘, iEla, a = I,..., h - 1, 
(3.7) 
4 = yi(l - (lln>yj)-l, jEjhj 
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we obtain an asymptotic expansion for the joint density function of yr ,..., yP 
for large 71 as 
where C& , f,, are given in (2.16), and 
a ,:=(2p,)-‘[P+b-K-p:(4.+1) 
h-l 
+ C (Rx" - fj2)-YPa2 + Pj2 - 2fn2Pj2) 1 P (3.9) j#‘X 
u$ = (2pJ1(1 - 3pa2). 
Expression (3.8) with the substitutions h - 1 -+ h, k ---f p, and f0 -+ 1 gives an 
asymptotic expansion of the density function of yr ,..., yp when 1 > p1 > ... > 
ph > 0. This special result agrees with the result due to Sugiura [12], while 
Sugiura [12] has given the next term of rr-l in the case of 1 > p1 > ... > ph > 0. 
It is easy to see that the conditional density function of lk+r = 
(n - b) n-‘zk+l ,..., fD = (n - b) n-12, can be written as expression (2.22) with 
the substitutions 
Zj-t tj , m -+ p - k, s---f b - k, n ---f n - b, A, -+ Ll:‘“(Ik + (l/?P2) Ztrr]) Ll:‘2, 
where .Z[lrj: K x k consists of the k first rows and columns of 2. Noting that 
E[tr{@“(I, + (l/n”“) ZtI1j) A:“)-‘] = tr A;* + O(n-‘), 
we obtain the following expression for the density function of the last p - k 
transformed canonical correlations Lh = (Zk+1 ,..., 2,): 
fo(L,:p-kb-k) 1 i(1/4n) -(p-k)(b-k) 
[ I ( 
p+b+2k+l 
(3.10) 
-2~l~~2)+2(2k~~~~2)j~+lz~+j~+lz~~ O(,-a)]* . ’ 
Therefore, by using (3.7) the density function of Yh = diag(y,+, ,..., y,) can 
be expanded for large n as 
p + b + 2k + 1 
(3.11) 
- 2 i py2) + 2 (P + b + 1 - i P”) i yj - i YPI + OV)] . 
j=l j=l j=k+l j=7c+1 
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On the basis of expressions (3.10) and (3.1 I), ‘t 1 IS ossible to derive asymptotic p 
expansions of the null distributions of the statistics n CT=,+, ~~~(1 - r&l and 
n CTXlc+r yj2 for testing the hypothesis that the last p - k population canonical 
correlations are zero. The final results have been obtained in [6] by a perturba- 
tion method, and hence are not given here. 
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